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—Over the past month
the library had the following circulation statistics:

The Autism Book
(2010)
Socially Curious
and Curiously
Social
Designing Positive Behavior
Support Plans
Superflex takes
on Glassman and
the Team of Unthinkables
You are a Social
Detective!
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Checkouts: 18



Renewals: 9



Information Requests: 109



Web articles/
printouts sent out:
105



Pamphlets sent out:
621



New Patrons: 3



Mediated Searches:
6



Out of State Requests: 8



2013

Web Sites’ Page Visits:

—CDR Library: 283
—Library Blog: 1070
—CDR: 451
—TECS: 810
—Supported Living: 68
—InfoAble Portal: 61

—Make sure to check
out the list of New Additions on the newsletter’s left side column
and on the subsequent
pages.

CDR Library Coordinator,
Steven Wilson
803-216-3206

—Also, if you have any
announcements that
you’d like me to post on
the blog site or the
newsletter, just send
them to:
Steve.wilson@uscmed.sc.edu

See What’s New in the CDR Blog!


PAALS Puppy Love Ball



Moms celebrate the accomplishments of their babies with
Down Syndrome



Autism Society Lego Club



National Eating Disorders Association “Virtual
Walk”
Note: To read these and
other articles click here:

http://cdrlibraryblog.blogspot.com/
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Spotlight on These New Additions...
Great
Books
and
Videos

“A best friend is like
a four leaf clover:
hard to find and
lucky to have.”

~ Unknown
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The Autism Book: What
Every Parent Needs to
Know About Early Detection, Treatment, Recovery, and Prevention (2010)
“If you are the parent of a
child with autism or a new
parent looking to decrease
your child’s risk, Dr. Robert
Sears can help. The Autism Book
offers indispensable information, a complete treatment
plan, and extensive resources
to assist you in navigating the
maze of autism…. The Autism
Book also provides a simple
and clear explanation of the
integrative treatment approach
the Dr. Sears has uses successfully with many of his young
patients. It offers all the tools
you need to make informed
choices and help your child
recover.”

Socially Curious and
Curiously Social (2011)
“This anime-illustrated
guidebook is written for
teens and young adults to
learn how the social mind
is expected to work in
order to effectively relate
to others at school, at
work, in the community
and even at home. Since
there is relatively little
information on how to talk
about social information,
this book redefines what it
means to “be social” - and
it is likely not what you
think!”

Designing Positive Behavior Support Plans
2009)
“This text is a gem because
it addresses the concepts of
Positive Behavior Support
without compromising on
scientific integrity or overloading the reader with obscure behavioral terms. I
will definitely refer to this
text in my staff development
programs in the future.”
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Spotlight on These New Additions...
Great
Books
and
Videos

“When

in doubt, go
to the library.”

~ Ron Weasley in
Harry Potter and
the Chamber of
Secrets

Superflex takes on
Glassman and the
Team of Unthinkables
(2009)

“Superflex, our Social
Thinking superhero, helps
teach elementary school
students about how they
can use strategies to conquer their own, not quite
so flexible Team of Unthinkables. Through this
humorous and delightful
comic book, students are
encouraged to think about
thinking and what they can
do to self-regulate some of
their own wayward
thoughts and behaviors.”

You are a Social Detective! Explaining Social
Thinking to Kids (2008)
“Finally, a book that appeasl to kids with ASD by
using cartoons to convey
the subtleties of
“expected” and
“unexpected” social behaviors. Even better is that
there are enough examples
to allow kids to grasp the
core concepts of Social
Thinking. As my teenage
son Adam explains it, ‘The
best part about his book is
finding out how to make
other people happy.’”

Good Going! Successful
Potty Training for Children in Child Care
(2004)
“Lucky is the toddler who
attends a child care program that follows the excellent advice conveyed in
Good Going! Gretchen Kinnell has crafted a straightforward and comprehensive
guide to successful potty
training that respects the
needs of the toddler, the
parents, and the caregiver.”

NEDAwareness Week is the largest education and outreach effort
on eating disorders in the United States. The aim of NEDAwareness
Center for Disability
Resources Library
University of South Carolina
School of Medicine
Columbia, SC 29208
Phone: 803-216-3206
Fax: 803-216-3223
steve.wilson@uscmed.sc.edu
http://uscm.med.sc.edu/cdr

Week is to increase awareness and education about eating disorders
and body image issues for effective recognition, early intervention and
direction to care. This year's NEDAwareness Week theme is "Everybody Knows Somebody" because awareness of eating disorders is certainly spreading, as is the knowledge that eating disorders do not discriminate—
ANYONE can be effected. NEDAwareness Week is a collective effort of volunteers, including eating disorder
professionals, health care providers, students, educators, social workers, organizations and individuals committed to raising awareness of eating disorders. The impact of increased outreach efforts leads to a greater
chance of people seeking out resources and help for an eating disorder, which ultimately saves lives .
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News
and
Events

“Disability is a
matter of perception.
If you can do just
one thing well,
you’re needed by
someone.”

~ Martina
Navratilova

an Evening of Hopes & Dreams
a Gala and Auction to
Benefit Family Connection of SC
The Hall at Senate’s End, Columbia, SC
Sunday, April 28, 2013
6-9 pm
For more information on sponsorship opportunities or to
donate auction items, please contact
(803) 252-0914,
infor@familyconnectionsc.org or visit
www.FamilyConnectionSC.org
All proceeds to benefit Family Connection
of South Carolina

Making Connections for Children with Special Healthcare Needs
Center for Disability
Resources Library
University of South Carolina
School of Medicine
Columbia, SC 29208
Phone: 803-216-3206
Fax: 803-216-3223
steve.wilson@uscmed.sc.edu
http://uscm.med.sc.edu/cdr

—About the Library—
The library is a collaborative effort between BabyNet/South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control, the Center for Disability Resources, the South Carolina Department of
Disabilities and Special Needs, and the University of South Carolina School of Medicine Library.
The CDR Library consists of books, videos, brochures, and audiotapes covering a variety of disability-related topics. The Center for Disability Resources Library is located within the University
of South Carolina School of Medicine Library on Garners Ferry Road.

